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1.

2.

EMPIRICAL INSPIRATIONS

§ ethology & ToM in humans
§ Dennett “helped to spawn the experimental industry of false belief tasks”
§ theory of intentionality
Csaba Pleh
§ à path-breaking studies on rationality of preverbal infants
(CEU Budapest)
§ Gergely et al. (1995): 12-month-old infants interpret moving objects as displaying rationality by expecting that
agents try to take the shortest route to goals / refer to Dennett (1987) “has argued that at the core of the intentional stance lies
the basic notion of rationality […] The present findings from infancy provide additional empirical support for this strong emphasis on the foundational role
of rationality in the intentional analysis of behavior” (p.190)

NARRATIVE THEORY OF CONSCIOUSNESS

§ no fixed meaning of consciousness ! à recent empirically theories of narrative psychology & self-

related issues
§
§

3.

relations between the proposals of Dennett and those of Lodge, Ricoeur, Bruner, Gallagher
topic of crisis in literature & cinema (Proust, Hemmingway, Gide – Pulp Fiction )

LEVEL THEORIES AS ORGANIZING TOOLS FOR THE HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY

§ intentional, design, psychical stances
§ organize & classify models in psychology while avoiding reductionism
§ metaphor of the Selection Tower
§ tool for the historians smuggle a Popperian flavour to psychology
§ challenge to analyse whether the relations between Darwinian, Skinnerian, and
Popperian creatures are merely analogies or if there is some causal (hi)story of the
three layers of selection in a grand evolutionary picture
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DENNETT’S MULTIPLE DRAFT MODEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS & PREDICTION ERROR MINIMIZATION
FRAMEWORK (PEM) (FRISTON & FELDMAN 2010)
§

Howey (2012)

REF: Spratling (2015) doi 10.1016/j.bande.2015

§ PEM accounts for some of the structural features of consciousness
§ BUT doesn’t explain what it is that makes the contents of a state or process conscious at all
§ representational approach to perceptual experience access ‘first view’ / attention as a necessary
control (phenomenal equivalence??)
§ attention acts as weight or gain control on error signal pathways
§ when a hypotheses wins it becomes conscious

§

Krzysztof Dolega
(Bochum)

Dennett claims that question of whether a state is conscious or
unconscious is simply ill posed
§ multiple drafts model = natural fit for PEM
§ no double-transduction / no Cartesian Theatre
§ à realize that on PP there is no threshold
§ needs time to get famous …
§ IF a hypotheses is accurate enough then it becomes

conscious?? - Some hypothesis better stay unconscious even though they
are accurate etc. - Couldn’t there be more than one hypotheses winning?
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QUALIA

=

INTRINSIC, IMMEDIATE, INEFFABLE, PRIVATE

Aaron Sloman
(Birmingham)

"Quining Qualia” à nothing has these 4 properties à qualia do not exist à eliminate the term

Ron Chrisley
(Sussex)

BUT qualia are an empirical issue
à even if nothing has the four properties - "qualia" may still refer to something:
§

§ aspects of one's cognitive architecture (products of processes) make the incorrect ascription of these 4

properties so compelling
§

§

kind of "ontologically conservative heterophenomenology”: referents are sought even for terms embedded in an
incorrect phenomenological theory

conscious beings typically suffer from "Qualia Delusion":
§

not the belief that there are qualia - but rather a set of particular faulty beliefs *about* qualia

à What is it good for to believe in these properties even though there are false?
Qualia Delusion = useful cognitive feature, permitting to side-step familiar paradoxes of
rationality, e.g. infinite regress of justification of beliefs
Looking for physical qualia – design artificial agents that similarly suffer from the Qualia Delusion
§ believe that easy properties consciousness (memory, perception, attention)are hard
properties
§ enable adaptive response to reasoning & communicating about one's own experiences under resource-

limiting constraints
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INTERVENTIONISM
UNRESOLVED IN PHILOSOPHY OF PSYCHOLOGY:
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PSYCHOLOGICAL STATES & BRAIN

appealing solution

Markus Eronen

§ Dennett’s intentional stance =

(Groningen)

§ beliefs & desires are real phenomena, but not necessarily states of the brain
§ BUT fundamental shortcoming: does not seem to leave any causal role for beliefs and desires in

influencing behavior

§ PRO INTERVENTIONISM
§ intentional states ascribed from the intentional stance should be seen as real (interventionist)
causes
§ independently plausible ontological position
§ can response to the latest interventionist causal exclusion worries.
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Dennett
§ short enough timescales question temporal arrangement of our conscious experiences over

sub-second intervals cease to be meaningful
§ 2 apparently distinct models (Orwellian model / Stalingrad model) of temporal illusions:
postdictive effects
§ BUT extensionalism vs atomism seems empirically indistinguishable à not meaningfully
different

Elliot Carter (Toronto)

§ à challenge for philosophy of temporal experience, which attempts to decide between

rival theories of sub-second experiential timing using evidence from temporal illusions

IF focusing on certain cases involving the perception of simultaneity across perceptual
modalities THEN questions about the sub-second temporal arrangement of our conscious
experiences are both empirically testable and meaningful
§ finish line model
§ labelling model
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Daniel Dennett (Tufts) Annual Marc Jeannerod Lecture
Facing up the hard question of consciousness

ABSTRACT:
Chalmers introduced the Hard Problem of consciousness in 1995, but in 1991, I drew attention to what I called the
Hard Question of consciousness: “And then what happens?” (1991). I pointed out that most theorists of
consciousness ignore or postpone indefinitely the task of answering it. They devote their efforts to describing the
neural causes of consciousness (often called the “NCC” for Neural Correlate of Consciousness) but then refrain
from asking what the typical effects of consciousness are, and why. There are good reasons for this awkward gap
in scientific work on consciousness, but we must overcome the difficulties and answer the questions if we are to
have any hope of a well-confirmed scientific theory of consciousness.
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clothes have no
Emperor

no activity of the mind
is ever conscious

OBVIOUS FACTS

1.
2.

no second transduction
no Cartesian theatre

Lashley

§ What is consciousness for?

à providing a space to create
virtual governors

Ned Block

virtual?!?

Knuth
virtual glue

§ see options and control what you do

§ ONLY HUMANS:

unlimited representational power
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